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Summary
As an accomplished Software Engineer with seven years of industry experience, I possess a comprehensive
skill set in back-end development tools such as PHP, OOP, and the popular Laravel framework. Additionally, my
proficiency extends to front-end technologies such as Vue.js and Nuxt.js. I have acquired extensive knowledge
working with several SQL/NoSQL databases, including MySQL, MongoDB, Redis, Elasticsearch, and data storage
like Minio. Furthermore, I am well versed in using queues and message brokers like RabbitMQ.
 
Throughout my career, I have contributed actively to successful projects within the fintech, financial, payment
solutions, and big data domains. These experiences have honed my ability to develop clean, maintainable,
and scalable code using industry best practices such as solid principles, design patterns, and comprehensive
documentation. My commitment to professionalism and ethical conduct has garnered positive recommendations
from managers, team members, and clients.
 
Driven by a passion for solving complex performance problems and overcoming architectural challenges, I
constantly seek opportunities for growth and development. I approach every task with great enthusiasm and thrive
in collaborative team environments. Sharing knowledge and mentoring others is an integral part of my work ethic.
 
Looking ahead, I am eager to leverage my expertise and enthusiasm in contributing to new and innovative
projects that push the boundaries of what is achievable. I am committed to delivering high-quality solutions that
make a tangible impact in the ever-evolving landscape of software engineering.
 
Please feel free to reach out to discuss exciting opportunities or learn more about my professional journey.

Experience
Software Engineer
Vandar | وندار
Mar 2022 - Present (1 year 5 months)
In the Vandar company, I worked on various projects and services in the fin-tech, payment, and
settlement solutions in different departments and developed services like Payment(IPG, Direct-Debit,
Wallet, Credit, BNPL, ...) As like as below:
 
- I designed and developed flexible services for interaction with multiple providers.
- I designed and developed the BNPL service.
- I designed and developed MPG(Multiple Payment Gateway) service. All payment methods exist in this
service. If you implement this service once in your system, you don't need a new implementation for
each payment method.
- I implemented many banks' APIs for Direct-Debit service.
- I designed and developed a ticketing service.
- I improved Direct-Debit Infrastructure.
- I designed and developed a tool that detects reconciliations and imports in DB.
- I designed and developed a package for standardized API responses and exception handling.
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- Unit and functional test cases have been written for projects I've worked on.
- I developed a package that detects critical areas.
- I contributing to all phases of the development life cycle.

Software Engineer
LifeWeb | وبلایف
Feb 2020 - Mar 2022 (2 years 2 months)
LifeWeb has been exploring social media data since 2010. Provides several services such as big data,
artificial intelligence, and social network analysis fields and plays an effective and practical role in
identifying and meeting customer needs in various social, political, economic, cultural, and scientific
areas.
 
I work on various projects at the level and in the field of big data with prominent managers and
colleagues.
 
- I developed a package for generating static charts.
- I designed and developed a ticketing service.
- I designed and developed a service that exports graphical and logical report files in pdf, HTML, and
docx extensions.
- I developed a package called Elasquent for working with Elasticsearch in Laravel Framework, like
Eloquent
- I worked on many projects that visualize and ready big data.

Fullstack Web Developer
iTooska
Jan 2017 - Feb 2018 (1 year 2 months)
Ain Andish Tooska was an Engineering software and hardware company founded in 2016 to work in the
field of web-based solutions and use modern ideas and technologies. And over the past years, under
the brand name Ide Andishe Mobin, it has followed the design and production of web applications, office
automation, support, and maintenance of systems as the main focus of its activities. This company
is also engaged in the field of training, hardware, support, network, and camera. The continuation
of applied studies by the design team of this company as well as paying attention to the increasing
technological changes in the field of IT has made the projects carried out by this company have a
favorable quality.
 
I work at iTooska as a Full-Stack Developer. I work on various projects at the level and with prominent
managers and colleagues.

Education
University of Gonbad-E Kavous
Bachelor's degree, Computer Engineering
2014 - 2017

Licenses & Certifications
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ACM - ICPC - International Collegiate Programming Contest

Skills
Gitlab   •   PHP   •   Laravel   •   Vue.js   •   Nuxt.js   •   Object-Oriented Programming (OOP)   •   Docker   •  
MySQL   •   Git   •   Elasticsearch

Honors & Awards
1st team that complete OKR - Lifeweb Business Development Department
Aug 2021

Appreciation as an effective and valuable employee
Oct 2021
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